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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The idea of the research university as a key institution for social and economic development in knowledge-intensive societies has been adopted by the Ukrainian government after the fall of the communist regime. Establishing research universities is a long journey during which many things might happen. To understand this journey better in the case of Ukrainian research universities, we applied an analytical framework derived from the concept of travel and translation of ideas. This concept analyses reform through three types of editing rules: the rules of context, logic and formulation. These editing rules have guided our analysis of data gathered from policy documents complemented by face-to-face interviews. We conclude that the idea as introduced came to little, as the turbulent political context precluded long-term planning and universities were faced with conflicting policies.
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\textbf{Introduction}

When Ukraine gained independence in 1991, the higher education system needed to be reformed to become a well-respected part of the global and European higher education. Reforms require initiative by national policy makers, the legislature or the government. This especially holds true for Ukraine where the national government has considerable authority over the higher education system, through stringent regulation and funding. In this article we explore a structural reform in Ukrainian higher education and why it has not led to the transformation that was desired, namely, the intention of the government to establish research universities in the Ukrainian higher education landscape.

One of the mainstays in contemporary society is that it needs places in which to concentrate the best minds of society in order (1) to maintain knowledge and pass it on to the next generations and to the rest of society, and (2) to develop new knowledge on a global scale and/or in the specific context of place, time and circumstances of this society. The connection between acquiring new knowledge (research) and disseminating it (education and knowledge transfer) is widely advocated. In broad terms, this connection is the rationale of the research university. Research universities are...
institutions committed to research in ‘all’ their activities, fostering a research culture from teaching and learning to their engagement with business, government and other broader community (AAU, LERU, G8 and C9, 2013).

We focus on Ukraine for two reasons. First, this country and its higher education reforms have received little attention in the academic literature. Second, this case study provides an opportunity to explore how a global idea comes to be translated into national policy.

Establishing research universities is a ‘long journey’, starting with the introduction of an idea and ending with the real transformation of (some) universities. During this journey, many things might happen that can lead to an adapted version of the original idea or that can prevent a successful implementation of such structural reform. Therefore, the twofold research question for this article is: (1) how did the idea to establish research universities enter Ukrainian higher education and (2) how was this idea translated into the local context(s)?

The normative model of the research university idea

The prime mission of the research university is to generate research and produce graduate students. The research university is a key institution for social and economic development in a knowledge-intensive society (Mohrman, Ma, & Baker, 2008). Countries benefit from having ‘academic institutions that are linked to the global academic system of science and scholarship so that they can understand advanced scientific developments and participate selectively in them’ (Altbach, 2009, p. 16). Research universities are central to a country’s capacity for both research and advanced education (Kearney & Lincoln, 2013). They provide the key link between global science and scholarship and a country’s scientific and knowledge system (Altbach, 2013).

To achieve their mission, research universities must be provided with the necessary infrastructure and intellectual environment (Altbach, 2013; Mohrman et al., 2008), such as libraries with access to international databases, well-equipped laboratories, technicians, and administrative support. Universities that wish to be considered research-oriented need to participate in international scientific and other scholarly networks and collaborate and compete with institutions worldwide. For example, they should provide funding for staff to attend conferences.

In Europe the idea of the research university is an inseparable part of the knowledge-based economy. In 1997, the European Union adopted the goal of becoming the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based society in the world because it saw knowledge production and diffusion as the engine of economic and social progress (Commission of the European Communities [COM], 1997). ‘Given that they are situated at the crossroads of research, education and innovation, universities in many respects hold the key to the knowledge economy and society’ (COM, 2003, p. 5).

The idea of the research university is connected with another global idea – that of the world-class university. Altbach (2004) agrees on a definition of a world-class as ranking among the foremost in the world and being of an international standard of excellence. Altbach (2004) and Salmi (2009) noted the following characteristics of a world-class university: excellence in research; academic freedom and an intellectually stimulating
environment; internal self-governance by academics over key aspects of academic life; and adequate facilities and funding. The characteristics of a research university and a world-class university coincide, because a world-class university must operate in the global context, competing with the best academic institutions in the world (Altbach, 2004), but not every research university can become a world-class university.

**Travelling and translation of ideas**

According to Beland and Cox (2010, p. 3), ‘Across the social sciences, ideas are increasingly recognised as major factors in politics’. Ideas are a primary source of political behaviour (Beland & Cox, 2010) and it is commonly accepted that ideas from one political setting are used in the development of policies, administrative arrangements, institutions and ideas in another political setting (Dolowitz & Marsh, 2000). Dolowitz and Marsh (2000) developed a conceptual framework that explains the relationship between policy transfer and policy success and failure (uninformed, incomplete and inappropriate transfer).

Ideas travel in time and space across countries, become materialised and are finally manifested in organisational and human behaviour. The metaphor of travel is used to describe the circulation of ideas to emphasise that they do not flow automatically, but typically they follow certain highly structured and well-worn routes (Czarniawska & Sevón, 1996). The travel metaphor is helpful in the sense that it directs our attention to travel routes and means of travel. Connections between actors in the field may explain the likely routes through which ideas travel (Rogers, 1983).

Ideas do not diffuse spontaneously in a vacuum but are actively transferred and translated in a historically grown context of other ideas, actors, traditions and institutions. A certain degree of path dependency is therefore inevitable, though from an epistemology rooted in methodological individualism, individual agents and social networks are key to this process of translation (Czarniawska & Joerges, 1996). Agents who transport ideas play a significant role through their perception of the ideas and contexts. It is therefore important to explore who transports and supports certain ideas as well as how they are packaged, formulated and timed (Czarniawska & Joerges, 1996).

According to Degn (2014, p. 32), ‘Such processes, where ideas tend to move over time and space, are best described by the concept of translation, indicating a dynamic approach to the process of travel’. Translation is the process whereby a general policy idea is transferred and reinterpreted in a new setting (Czarniawska & Sevón, 1996; Sahlin-Andersson & Engwall, 2002).

This translation of ideas can be analysed as an editing process. Editing rules guide the process of translation. As regards the rules of editing of translation processes Sahlin and Wedlin (2008; see also Sahlin-Andersson, 1996) distinguish:

- Rules of *context* which help to recontextualise an idea, disconnecting it from the previous, local setting and making it appropriate for the new one.
- Editing entails use of a *plot* or *rules of logic* that explain causes and effects of the translation, ‘allowing prototypes to follow a problem-solving logic and an application process or implementation plan, to be explained in relation to the actions of..."
certain actors’ (Morris & Lancaster, 2006, p. 213). Thus, editing follows a path from broad context leading to a specific logic of action. Brunsson (1989) clearly distinguishes talk – decision – action in problem-solving logic. In this article we are interested in the talk, and that may not be directly connected with actual problem-solving, though probably the rules of the game of policy require that the talk be couched in terms of problem-solving: a policy should be presented as good to improve the national situation, in order for the policy to gain legitimacy in the eyes of salient stakeholders.

- Rules of formulation or relabelling of an idea in an appropriate way so that it seems changed but recognisable at the same time (Morris & Lancaster, 2006).

In order to explore the travel and translation of the idea of the research university into Ukrainian higher education, we will use these three sets of editing rules – the rules of context, the rules of logic and the rules of formulation.

**Research method and methodological considerations**

In Brunsson’s terms, our study is about ‘talk’: we are interested in the discourse on the intention to establish the ‘research university’ in Ukraine (Brunsson, 1989). Vehicles for ‘talk’ or discourse, or channels of communication, include written pieces on policy, influencing popular opinion, and academic debate (i.e., three areas of written sources), and verbal discussion/debate. The former are analysed through documentary analysis (policy documents – official transcripts of parliamentary debates, white papers written by the government – and university documents, e.g., statute), the latter through interviews.

The period covered by this study was 2007–2014, with 2007 being the first time the idea of the research university appeared in official Ukrainian documents. The number of documents reporting on the concept of the research university however is rather limited. Therefore, interviews were required to fully explore the travel of this idea. The aim of the interviews was to discover additional information not covered in the documents and give the opportunity to evaluate the validity of the respondents’ answers by observing non-verbal behaviour, which is particularly useful when exploring sensitive issues. In addition, face-to-face contact can motivate participation from respondents who would otherwise not bother to complete a questionnaire (Gordon, 1975).

Academics and representatives of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine, for example, the minister and deputy ministers, heads of the departments in the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine in the period 2007–2014 ($N = 12$) who participated in the preparation of the documents about establishment of research universities were interviewed about causes and effects of the establishment of the research universities, about formulation (relabelling) and re-contextualisation of the idea of the research university. The interviews were conducted between October 2014 and March 2015 and were designed as semi-structured protocols and conducted face to face with sufficient room to digress from the interview-guide and pursue subjects and themes that the respondents deemed meaningful.
Analysis – structural reform in Ukrainian higher education: travel and translation of the idea of the research university

The rules of context: Soviet heritage and tendencies of the higher education in independent Ukraine

The transition from central planning to a free market economy in post-communist countries in Central and Eastern Europe was uneven. In the early days of the transition processes, two schools of thought on economic reforms emerged. Some economists argued for a rapid break with the past (‘shock therapy’), whilst others opted for an incremental approach (‘gradualism’). The more westernised countries in Central and Eastern Europe such as Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia and Croatia chose rapid economic transition, joined the European Union and are outperforming those former Soviet bloc countries that took a gradual approach (e.g., Belarus, Bulgaria, Albania, Romania, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Armenia, Ukraine). The different reform strategies explain readily the difference in outcomes and the increasing gap between the two groups of transition countries (Lenger, 2008).

Concerning countries that had a common Soviet Union legacy, for example, the Baltic States (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) have made significant efforts to break away from the previous Soviet structure of higher education and science. The Baltic States now have binary higher education systems, which distinguish between research-oriented higher education and higher professional education. In 1992, the Latvian Academy of Sciences was reorganised into a classical (personal) type of Academy, so-called ‘club of gentlemen/women’ and former Latvian Academy of Sciences research institutes were integrated into universities (Parliament of the Republic of Latvia, 1995). The same happened in Estonia and Lithuania (Parliament of the Republic of Estonia (Riigikogu), 1992; Parliament of the Republic of Lithuania, 2009).

Other post-Soviet countries such as Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine maintained a unitary system of higher education in which the distinction between university education and higher professional education is often not clear. The Ukrainian system of higher education inherited features from the Soviet model, such as the division between higher education institutions which were primarily teaching-oriented (Parliament of Ukraine, 2002) and the research institutes of the Academy of Sciences, which persisted after 1991 without teaching obligations. In 1984, in Ukraine there were 146 higher education institutions but among them only nine comprehensive universities. All the others were mono-disciplinary pedagogical, agricultural, medical, art and culture or technical higher education institutes (Bunina, 2013).

The tendency in those other post-Soviet countries to re-badge higher education institutions whatever their character as universities took place in Ukraine after 1991. This has been called ‘universitisation’ (But’ko, 2013; Maximova-Mentzoni, 2013). From one point of view, changes in the social-economic way of living in the countries forced higher education institutions to modify former narrow educational programs and develop a fundamental educational approach. Another popular view of explaining ‘universitisation’ emphasised ‘prestige’ and ‘state funding’ (But’ko, 2013; Maximova-Mentzoni, 2013). The ‘new’ universities probably missed a whole set of university education features (Maximova-Mentzoni, 2013). Their transformation in most cases
concerned launching popular humanities and business specialisations which changed specialised single-discipline higher education institutions into multiple-discipline ones – in that sense becoming similar to comprehensive universities (Borisov & Zapryagaev, 2001).

Until 1991, all higher education institutions in Ukraine were state-owned and fully dependent on state authorities. In 1991, the adoption of the Law on Entrepreneurship (Parliament of Ukraine, 1991a), which allowed the establishment of private higher education institutions, contributed to the emergence of a market for higher education services. Later public higher education institutions were permitted to charge up to 49 per cent of admitted students a tuition fee (Parliament of Ukraine, 2002). These changes led to the emergence of competition among higher education institutions for students and resources, and to massification of higher education. Since 1990/1991, there has been a gradual increase in the number of public higher education institutions, and a private sector of higher education emerged. In 2008/2009, 353 higher education institutions were authorised to provide next to bachelor’s also master’s, doctoral and post-doctoral courses. In the following years, there was a slight decrease from this peak number (State Statistics Service of Ukraine, 2015).

Besides massification and universitisation of higher education, in 1994 another change occurred in the landscape of Ukrainian higher education – the first two flagship universities received the status of ‘national university’. Expanding this event into an idea, higher education institutions that were nationally and internationally recognised could be given the status of ‘national’ (President of Ukraine, 1995, 1996). At the time, it was forecast to establish 51 national universities in 17 disciplines. The Ukrainian presidents were ‘generous’ in awarding the status of national university especially before elections. As a result, the system grew to 117 national universities (Stadnyi, 2013), more than double the number initially expected.

The original idea was that the national universities would enjoy the privilege of additional funding (Oleksiienko, 2014) but because of constant economic crises in the country, there were problems with allocation of funding. Stadnyi (2013) states that the idea of the national university failed due to economic problems and to the absence of an adequate system of evaluation of higher education institutions. The establishment of research universities was in some way a logical continuation of the earlier efforts at structural change through universitisation and the creation of national universities.

A consequence of the constant crises in national economy was that Ukraine dropped from 51st to 56th on the Knowledge Economy Index (KEI) between 2008 and 2012 (World Bank, 2008, 2012), emphasising that Ukraine was not succeeding in transforming itself into a knowledge society. The Knowledge Economy Index shows whether the environment is conducive to the effective use of knowledge in economic development; in Ukraine, all governments were oriented more on borrowing from the International Monetary Fund than on developing a knowledge-based economy.

**Rules of logic: the Ukrainian plot**

Rules of logic aim to clarify causes and effects and to present a problem-solving logic to adoption of a new idea in policy. The idea of the research university was brought into the political discourse by actors from academia. In the period 2004–2006, the National
Technical University of Ukraine ‘Kyiv Polytechnic Institute’ (hereafter shown as Kyiv Polytechnic Institute) participated in a TEMPUS project entitled ‘Bridging the gap between university and business’, in which European higher education institutions, such as Delft University of Technology (the Netherlands), the Royal Institute of Technology (Sweden) and the Polytechnic University of Catalonia (Spain) were also involved. As a consequence of participation in this project the Science Park ‘Kyivska Polytechnika’ was established in 2006.

Connected with this TEMPUS project, the rector of Kyiv Polytechnic Institute started a major discussion in the Ukrainian press on the knowledge economy in Europe and on the central role of research universities in building the knowledge economy. He asserted that in Ukraine, taking as an example a Europe of knowledge, higher education institutions must be the basis for the development of the knowledge economy in the country (Zgurovskyi, 2005, 2006). Analysing the European experience, he voiced the necessity to establish research universities in Ukraine in order to build a knowledge-based economy (Zgurovskyi, 2006). In more detail he said in his interview with us:

The research university is necessary for the country in order to build a knowledge-based economy. The main idea of the research university is the triangle of knowledge – education, science and innovation; the university must be the core of the innovation. It’s up to the state to provide scientists with a high enough salary in order for them to have all conditions just to focus on research and to create a legislative basis beneficial for knowledge transfer. And it’s up to universities and business to develop productive relationships through knowledge transfer.

This rector had also been head of the Public Board of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine (an advisory board of the Ministry). He presented this idea to the education ministry and as a result a new policy was adopted, the ‘State Targeted Scientific-Technical and Social Program “Science in Universities” for 2008–2012’, declaring the intention of the government to establish five research universities (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2007a). A respondent from the education ministry confirmed: ‘The aim was to provide the flagship Ukrainian universities with an impulse to develop research and innovation and to support them.’ The program declares as its goal ‘stimulating research in universities and strengthening the nexus between research and education in order to educate a new generation of highly-skilled professionals for scientific sectors of the national economy and performing competitive research and development activities, implementation of innovation activity in market conditions, taking into consideration the goals and objectives of the development of the national innovation system’ (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2007a). The program also aimed to increase the collaboration of research institutes of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and sectoral academies of sciences with universities by establishing science and education centres. The government planned to allocate to research universities additional funding for research and modernisation of research infrastructure, but it expected universities to earn through research an amount equal to half of the state funding for research (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2007a). In addition, the state expected that the implementation of the Program would contribute to Ukraine’s joining the European research and education area.
The Program was approved in September 2007 by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine headed by the Prime Minister, Victor Yanukovych, and in November 2007, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine approved the ‘Statute of National Technical University of Ukraine ‘Kyiv Polytechnic Institute’ (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2007b). In this statute of November 2007 the Kyiv Polytechnic Institute declared itself ‘an autonomous public higher education institution of research type’ (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2007b), thus using a designation that can be seen as a translation of ‘research university’ for the first time.

A few months later, a new Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine was appointed under the new Prime Minister, Yulia Tymoshenko. In 2008 all that was done in order to establish research universities was issuing the decree ‘On Raising the Status of Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv’ (President of Ukraine, 2008). As one interviewee explained:

The state wanted to provide Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv with stimulus and support, including finance for becoming a world-class research university. It was expected the university to enter into world rankings and to present Ukraine on the international level.

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv was promised benefits from the state such as a salary increase for its academic staff and additional funding for international study visits by staff and students and increased state funding for research (President of Ukraine, 2008).

From the Program, in which the intention of the government to establish research universities was declared, the idea spread among university rectors, who regarded it as an opportunity to increase their status and to obtain additional funding (translating this into a new opportunity for them, very much like being awarded the status of national university). Presidential elections were scheduled for autumn 2009 (eventually held early 2010) and already in July 2009, the Cabinet of Ministers awarded the status of research university to six universities and some months later to a seventh one. In addition, in 2009 at the ‘widening meeting’ of the Cabinet of Ministers headed by Yulia Tymoshenko, in which rectors of the leading Ukrainian higher education institutions participated, quantitative criteria for research universities were announced. Among the privileges promised to newly established research universities, the government planned to award them additional funding starting in 2011 expecting that the crisis in the national economy would be over by that time (Ukrainian Independent Information Agency of News [UNIAN], 2009).

In January and February 2010, two rounds of presidential elections were held. Four days before the second round, Yulia Tymoshenko, the Prime Minister and the presidential candidate, awarded the status of research university to another six universities. The Cabinet of Ministers promised benefits to research universities such as doubling the salaries of the academic staff for 2011–2012, additional funding for international study visits by staff and students and additional state funding for research infrastructure (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c, 2009d, 2009e, 2010a).

Ten days after the second round of the presidential election a further twist occurred in the government’s ‘translation’ of the idea of the research university: the Cabinet, still headed by Yulia Tymoshenko, as she did not win the presidential election, adopted 28 quantitative criteria for research universities focusing on research production. Research
universities were obliged to prove their research university status within 5 years according to these 28 indicators (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2010b). During the first 5 years, research at those universities would be financed from the state budget, and the share of this funding in the state budget of the university would comprise not less than 25 per cent. This meant a significant increase in the state funding for research universities because in other universities this share was usually about 10 per cent (Parliament of Ukraine, 1991b). In addition, it was stipulated that research universities would receive state funding after these 5 years only if their external research earnings equalled half the state funding for research.

Then in another twist, the newly elected president Yanukovych (the one who was forced from office by the Revolution of Dignity in 2014) appointed a new Prime Minister. The new Cabinet of Ministers awarded the status of research university to one more university, introduced three new criteria for research universities and changed some of the previous criteria. Moreover, the status of research university had to be proven, and significant income from private parties must be earned, already in the beginning of 2011, not after 5 years (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2010c).

As these almost chaotic policy developments (in Table 1) show, the actors involved in introducing research universities into Ukraine engaged in different problem-solving logic. Politicians who awarded the status of research university wanted to get universities’ support at elections by promising them abundant funding and expected them to start earning externally large amounts in 5 years’ time. The government which came to the power after elections was obliged to implement the promises of their predecessors but they ‘translated’ it into their own interpretation of the research university by adding new criteria and requiring the research universities to prove their status and earn significant income from private parties almost immediately instead of in 5 years. In response to these highly fluctuating policies, some academics tried to resolve the problem of the gap between universities and business; other academics tried to obtain more funds for their ailing universities.

Table 1. Chronology of events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004–2006</td>
<td>Kyiv Polytechnic Institute participates in TEMPUS project ‘Bridging the gap between university and business’ and the first science park ‘Kyivska Polytechnika’ is established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2007</td>
<td>Cabinet of Ministers approves the ‘State Targeted Scientific-Technical and Social Program “Science in Universities” for 2008–2012’ in which declares an intention to establish five research universities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2007</td>
<td>Cabinet of Ministers approves the statute of Kyiv Polytechnic Institute in which university declares itself ‘an autonomous public higher education institution of research type’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Decree ‘On Raising the Status of Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv’ about measures aimed to transform this university into research one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2009</td>
<td>Six universities are awarded the status of research university.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2009</td>
<td>One more university is awarded the status of research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2010</td>
<td>First round of presidential elections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 February 2010</td>
<td>Six more universities are awarded the status of research university.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 February 2010</td>
<td>Second round of presidential elections, lost by Prime Minister Tymoshenko</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 February 2010</td>
<td>Resolution ‘On Approval of the Regulations on Research University’ which contains 28 criteria and universities are required to prove their status in 5 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2010</td>
<td>President Yanukovych appoints new Cabinet of Ministers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2010</td>
<td>One more university is awarded the status of research one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2010</td>
<td>Cabinet of Ministers adds three new criteria of research university, makes some changes in previous criteria and requires universities to prove their status in the beginning of 2011.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Relabelling: the rules of formulation

The primary mission of the research universities was formulated to be ‘to educate highly-skilled professionals and to conduct competitive research and development activities’ (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2007a, 2007c). In 2008, in connection with Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, the idea of the research university was formulated as establishment of a world-class university. Only in 2010, at the time of defining the quantitative criteria (and after the statuses of research university were awarded) did an official definition of a research university appear: ‘a national higher education institution which has significant achievements, does research and innovation, ensures the nexus between education, science and industry, and takes part in international projects’ (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2010b). This textual definition was operationalised into the 28 quantitative criteria mentioned before. Prime among these research production oriented performance indicators were, for instance, defence of 300 candidate of sciences (equivalent of PhD) and 50 doctor of sciences theses in 5 years; publication of 200 monographs and textbooks; employment of 150 full-time academics with doctor of sciences degree and 500 with candidate of sciences degree; functioning of 15 scientific boards at which candidate of sciences and doctor of sciences theses can be defended; a library with one million books; at least 50 foreign students in the master and doctoral programs; publishing at least 150 articles in journals indexed in international databases (Web of Science, Scopus) per year; and national and international study visits of 50 young academics and students per year (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2010b). The status of research university was awarded by the Cabinet of Ministers but it was up to the education ministry to develop the criteria for the research universities. The paradoxical relabelling was that the ministry took its inspiration for quantitative criteria from the familiar Russian research universities’ context. The quantitative criteria, therefore, were not based on the idea of research universities in Western Europe, where the travel of the research university had initially started. Moreover, the quantitative criteria had little in common with the expectation of the government that research universities would earn a substantial proportion of their research funding externally. The expectation that universities would earn externally was directly connected with the establishment of a knowledge-based economy – though with stress on knowledge transfer and on monetary benefits (next to public funding), rather than on the idea of the research university as the core institution for knowledge discovery.

Notwithstanding the introduction of research universities, in Ukraine there still were the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and sectoral academies of sciences, which received the largest part of the state funding for research. The funding of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and sectoral academies of sciences annually was 3.5 higher than the total budget for education of the two flagship Ukrainian universities together, that is, Kyiv Polytechnic Institute and Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv (Kovalchuk, 2010). The situation contrasts with the situation in, for example, the Baltic States, where the research institutes had been made to merge with universities to boost universities’ research capacity. Such a reform was not on the agenda in Ukraine.

The idea of the research university was formulated in different ways when it was being translated by different actors: the initial idea about the research university as a part of knowledge-based economy was first transformed into the concept of the world-
class university, and then transformed again by quantitative criteria which had little in common with the expectation that the universities would earn significant external funding in 5 years. In 2010, the new Cabinet changed the criteria of research universities including demanding universities already in the first year to earn significant income externally (knowing that it was impossible under Ukrainian conditions) in such a way justifying why it did not have to allocate the funding promised by Tymoshenko’s Cabinet. Equally far beyond practicability was a new criterion requiring immediate establishment of a science park at each research university. Each agent in the process added its vision in the formulation of the idea of the research university. Moreover, during the period between 2007 and 2010 while the idea was being formulated into policy, the politicians in the education ministry and the government changed, leading to a further loss of consistency and renewed relabelling.

As a result of this repeated process of reformulation there was a disparity between knowledge/research, earning money, and the quantitative criteria.

Conclusions

We explored the translation of the idea of the research university applying the theoretical framework of the rules of editing. Concerning the first set of these rules, about context, the global idea of the research university travelled from the European context of technological universities (remember the TEMPUS project with Delft University of Technology, the Royal Institute of Technology, and the Polytechnic University of Catalonia), and it landed in a post-Soviet Ukrainian reality, in an economy which was far from being a knowledge economy and which staggered on for years by relying on a constant stream of foreign borrowings, in a country in constant financial crisis, in a country with a higher education system where the term ‘university’ did not correspond to the meaning it has in European realities and where a significant portion of research funding was allocated to the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and sectoral academies of sciences.

Different agents had different perceptions of the logic of translation as they aimed to resolve different problems. Academics brought the idea of the research university into the political discourse to gain attention from Ukrainian politicians for the problems of the development of science in Ukraine. The initiators of the translation of the idea linked it with the establishment of Ukraine’s first science park; they were serious about research universities doing research even if the focus was more on innovation-oriented research rather than on curiosity-driven, fundamental research. However, that fits in with their context of technological universities. In 2008, the state was interested in establishing a world-class university, which was regarded to be the same as a research university. Later, in 2009, the idea of the research university was used by the government in order to gain support in elections.

Looking at the rules of formulation it can be stated that because of the lack of systemic vision on development of the knowledge economy in the country, and a lack of the funding, the idea of the research university was hollowed-out while travelling into the Ukrainian discourse. The state did not create conditions suitable for knowledge transfer between universities and business, and universities had funding for neither equipment for laboratories, nor working conditions that would
enable academics to engage in research (salary, conference allowances, etc.). In the normative model of a research university, abundant funding is a necessary condition. From one point of view, Ukrainian government used the idea of the ‘research’ university as an opportunity to receive loyalty of higher education institutions in elections held in 2010. From another point of view, the government expected beneficial results from universities in knowledge transfer and third party funding. This second view, too, is a peculiar translation of the idea of the research university, driven rather by current fiscal and economic stringencies than by long-term visions of actually building a knowledge economy.

Our exploration has shown the importance of the agents who translate the global idea into national policy and how each of them translated it in a different way. In general, success or failure of reform depends on the interpretation of the idea by these actors in the process of translation, on the context from which they translate and into which they translate, how they see the causes and effects of translation, what problems they aim to resolve and how they formulate new policy. In summary, the establishment of research universities in Ukraine really is an incomplete journey because of an uninformed, incomplete and inappropriate transfer of the idea of the research university (Dolowitz & Marsh, 2000). To succeed, the idea requires changes in context, rules of logic and formulation of the idea. In 2014, a new Law on Higher Education (Parliament of Ukraine, 2014) was adopted which preserves the status of research university but the same year the resolution with criteria of research university was abolished. This means the development of a new approach to defining the research university, new criteria; in other words, again new rules of context, logic and formulation of this idea. In this way, ‘research universities 2.0’ in Ukraine may come closer to their destination – drivers of knowledge and innovation for a knowledge-based economy. However, for efficient completion of the translation of the idea of the research university into the Ukrainian context it is also necessary to explore the mismatches in the process of the implementation of the state policy in the universities in order to improve them. This issue requires further exploration.
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